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Tradeoff between fatsuppression and partialvoluming in weighted combination alternating
repetitiontime (ATR) balanced SSFP
M. Shahdloo, T. Çukur
Bilkent University, Electrical and Electronics Engineering Department and National MR Research Center
(UMRAM), Ankara, Turkey
Purpose/Introduction
Balanced steadystate free precession (SSFP) imaging yields high SNR efficiency within short scan times.
Yet, the undesired fat signal is a major problem. Linear combination SSFP (LCSSFP) was proposed as a
multiacquisition solution to this problem that shapes the spectral response to selectively suppress the fat
resonance1. The stringent limitations on TR in LCSSFP were later relaxed by a linear combination of multiple
alternating repetitiontime (ATR) SSFP acquisitions. However, in both cases, the linear combination yields
inhomogeneous level of signal suppression within the stopband. Here, we adopt nonlinear pnorm
combinations of multiple ATRSSFP data to improve fatsuppression efficiency 2. Note that nonlinear
combinations are susceptible to partialvolume effects. To examine this potential issue, we provide a
quantitative analysis of the tradeoff between fatsuppression and partialvoluming for a comprehensive set of
tissue relaxation times and imaging parameters. We propose a guideline to select the optimal pnorm to yield
desired level of fatsuppression while limiting partialvoluming artifacts.
Subjects and Methods
The inphase and outofphase ATRSSFP profiles have 180° phase difference at the water resonance.
Hence, weighted combination of the inphase (X I) and outofphase (XO) signals would yield the wateronly
(Dw) and fatonly (Df) signals3
Dw=(|XI|pXI+i|XO|pXO)1/1+p
Df=(|XI|pXIi|XO|pXO)1/1+p
where p∈(1,0]. We quantified a fatsuppression index (FS) as the mean ratio of the passband ([−80,80] Hz)
in the water signal to the mean ratio of it in the fat signal. Linear combination of the phasecycled datasets
(p=0) yields partialvolumingfree reconstruction. Thus, we quantified the level of partial voluming (PV) in
terms of deviation from the ideal case of linear combination. We then calculated p that yields specific FS and
PV and analyzed its dependence on tissue properties and imaging parameters using a simulated phantom.

Results
Figure 1 shows reconstructions of phantom acquisitions using different p and dependence of FS and PV on
p. Fat signal gets more suppressed as p→1 at the cost of higher partialvoluming. This assessment is
supported by in vivo reconstructions of Figure 2. Figure 3 shows calculated p using different FS and PV.
Optimal p depends on α and T1/T2 but has little dependence on imaging resolution and SNR.

Discussion/Conclusion
Weighted combination of ATRSSFP acquisitions with p→1 leads to near complete fatsuppression at the
cost of enhanced partialvoluming. We provided a comprehensive analysis of this tradeoff. Finally, we
proposed optimal p that yields the desired level of fatsuppression while limiting the partialvoluming artifacts.
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